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Filter Slim 40.5 MM K&F Concept KV34
  The K&F Concept KV34 Slim Filter is a tool that will change the way you capture landscapes. Have you ever wondered how to achieve
long exposure effects in bright light to capture the motion of water or create a misty effect? This filter has the answer! See for yourself
what it can offer you. 
 
Customized to Your Needs
  The K&F Concept Filter is a tool that gives you full control over the amount of light passing through the lens. You can reduce the light
from ND2 to  ND400,  which  means  you  have  the  flexibility  to  adjust  exposure  to  different  lighting  conditions.  This  is  especially  useful
when  shooting  in  bright  sunlight  or  when  you  want  to  achieve  the  effect  of  water  motion  blur.  Furthermore,  this  filter  is  perfect  for
creating artistic effects in photography. It allows for longer exposure times, resulting in smoother water movements, shallower depth of
field, and motion blur. This tool will allow you to experiment with various techniques and create unique photos.
 
High-Quality Materials
  The  KV34  Filter  is  made  from optical  glass,  ensuring  excellent  image  quality.  It's  worth  noting  that  it  is  coated  with  a  double-sided
multi-layered  blue  coating,  which  not  only  improves  image  quality  but  also  makes  it  waterproof.  This  makes  it  an  ideal  tool  for
photographers who want to capture the beauty of rivers, waterfalls, and other bodies of water.
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Thoughtful Design
  In addition to its functionality,  this filter is characterized by a compact design. The filter frame is only 7.3 mm thick, which means it
doesn't take up much space in your camera bag. Additionally, the super-light CNC ring used in the construction prevents any adverse
impact  on  the  camera's  balance  when  using  a  tripod.  As  a  result,  the  KV34  filter  is  not  only  an  extremely  effective  tool  but  also  a
convenient and practical accessory for every photographer.
 
   
  
  
    
      
        Manufacturer
        K&F Concept
      
      
        Model
        KF01.1395
      
      
        Glass Type
        Optical Glass
      
      
        Range
        ND2 to ND400
      
      
        Dimensions
        40.5 mm
      
    
  

Preço:

€ 23.51

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Other
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